
 

 
 
 

• ADMINISTRATIVE /PROGRAM/DEVELOPMENT: 
 Annual Audit continues  
 Compassion Partner Approach in Development 
 2025 Strategic Plan in progress 
 Nibbles & Sips Planning 

 
• HELPING HANDS FOR THE HOLIDAYS 

 2022 Helping Hands for the Holidays Summary 
• 152 Families received the program. - These families also received a reusable grocery bag filled with 

fresh produce. 
• 322 Children received gifts and books 
• 183 Sponsors – Individuals, businesses, and places of worship provided toys and food for each 

child. 
•  25 Seniors - The Malley Center in Englewood provided gifts for seniors.  Seniors also received a 

reusable grocery bag filled with fresh produce.   

EDUCATION & TRAINING & PARTNER ENGAGEMENT:  
Zoom Meetings/Webinars: 

 Community Boost Check-in Meeting - Development 
 Information for TPA’s and  the Employers they Serve -Human Resources Management 
 Breakfast with Nina Joss- Colorado Community Media- Community Outreach 
 Colorado Combined Campaign Application Training –Development  
 FPAG – 2023 Charitable Feeding Outlook-Grant Development 
 FPAG-Leveraging Food Hubs for Local Purchasing  - Grant Development 
 CSBG Advisory Council Quarterly Meeting- Development 

 
 

 

 
January 2023 

• Nibbles and Sips Committee Meetings 
• Board Meeting Tuesday, January 24 

 
February 2023 

• Nibbles and Sips Committee Meetings  
• Nibbles and Sips, Virtual Event, Saturday, 

February 25  

• Board Meeting Tuesday, February 28 
 
March 2023 

• Spring Communications Planning 
• Nibbles and Sips Committee Wrap-up 

meeting 
• Board Meeting Tuesday, March 28 
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January 2023 -  FY 2022-2023             
Foundation Grants  

 Amount of 
Request  

Grant 
Type 

New 
or 

Repeat  

Date 
Submitted 

Date 
Received 

Amount 
Received 

Foundation Requests              

Credit Union of Colorado  $               5,000  Food  R       

Colorado State Bank and Trust  $            2,500  Food  R       
The Denver Foundation  $             50,000  General N 8/1/2022     
Women of Color   Operations N 9/5/2022     
Mortell Family Foundation(son volunteered 
at IFCS) 

 $                    -    Operations N Unsolicited 9.29.2022 
 $            10,000  

Schlessman Family Foundation  $             20,000  Operations R 11/2/2022     
The Stuart & Janet Kritzer Family 
Foundation 

 $                    -    Operations Y Unsolicited 12.30.22 
 $                 750  

Louis & Dorothy Meister Foundation  $                    -    Operations N Unsolicited 12.30.22  $              1,500  
The Catholic Foundation  $                    -    Operations Y Unsolicited 12.30.22  $                 500  
A V Hunter Trust  $             25,000  Operations R 1.26.2023     
Total  $        102,500           $         12,750  

Program Grants             

Food Pantry Assistance Grant  $           25,000  Food R 7/29/2022    $          24,000  

Denver Food Security Grant  $           10,000  Lease N 9/9/2022     

Jefferson County Food Security Grant  $           57,000  Food N 10/30/2022     

Total  $           92,000           $          24,000  

              

Local Grants - 2021-2022             

City of Centennial - CDBG-CV  $             34,156  Food 
Storage 

N 7/1/2022   
  

Total  $           34,156           $                   -    

Local Grants - 2022-2023             
Arapahoe County Aid to Agencies  $           100,000  Program  R 7/27/2022 1.3.23  $            80,000  
City of Littleton  $             10,000  Program  R 7/26/2022 1.4.23  $              4,850  
Total  $        110,000           $         84,850  

Combined Total Grants 
Submitted/Received 

 $        338,656        
  

 $       121,600  
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7 Ideas for Pushing Your Board Forward in Diversity, Equity, Inclusion, and Belonging 

by Allison Howe on September 19, 2022 
Article In Brief: 

• The Problem: While nonprofits say they support improving diversity, equity, inclusion, and belonging (DEIB) 
actually doing it requires getting the board to buy-in to the need for culture change. 

• Why it Happens:There are many reasons DEIB efforts fail including not being a part of the strategic plan, lack of 
board champions, and lack of budget. 

• The Solution:It starts with measuring outcomes and holding the ED and board accountable. 

 

Propelled in large part by Black Lives Matter and George Floyd’s murder, the current social justice movement sweeping 
across the United States is showing up in every industry. 

In the nonprofit world, donors, clients, and other partners are pushing organizations to demonstrate how they are honestly 
assessing and acting to improve diversity, equity, inclusion, and belonging (DEIB) efforts. 

Undoubtedly, there will be organizations more focused on saying they care about the issue for the sake of appearances 
(and funding) rather than on doing the work involved in making significant and lasting change. Fortunately though, there 
are nonprofits working diligently to figure out how best to fully incorporate the values of DEIB into their mission, their 
culture, and their programming. 

Let’s assume that your board has bought into the need for seeking change in DEIB culture. Now what? Here are seven 
ideas to consider as you continue to push forward this important work: 

1. Include DEIB as an integral part of the strategic plan. Hold the board and ED accountable for executing. 

It is always best practice to actively use your strategic plan as a guide to monitor that you are meeting your goals. And, of 
course, this active strategic plan must include DEIB. 

Start your strategic plan with smaller, achievable goals so that you can accomplish them and build the foundation for 
success. Have methods of measurement in place so that you can identify successes. For example, as a training 
organization, our initial goal was to ensure that at least 25% of our speakers were BIPOC (Black, Indigenous, and People 
of Color). You can use similar metrics to analyze your workforce, consultants, and vendors. Review progress at board 
meetings and adjust as needed with new information. 

It is important to note that you will not always see immediate impact. Engaging in DEIB work is a long haul, often taking 
many years to begin to see results. 

2. Identify board champions of DEIB. Give them space and resources to drive change. 

Chances are you already know who these people are, but they might include the ED and various board members, 
especially the board chair. These champions have probably read all the books and attended all the seminars about DEIB. 

https://blueavocado.org/?taxonomy=post-author&term=allison-howe
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Seek out their opinions and ask them where they think the organization can make changes. Include their perspectives and 
ideas in every decision, including incorporating them into the strategic plan. Again, hopefully your board chair would be a 
champion or, at the very least, be supportive of these efforts. 

Sometimes the first impulse of people in power is to delegate DEIB decisions to BIPOC leaders with the thought that 
these leaders will know what needs to be fixed and how to fix it in the DEIB space. However, it is essential that the people 
in power—often white, with economic advantages and influence—take on the responsibilities (and the risks) of working 
against racial bias and blind spots within the organization. 

3. Make sure DEIB stays on the agenda and in the budget. 

With continuous competing priorities, only so many items can be addressed. Too often a nonprofit’s time and efforts are 
focused on putting out fires. The board chair, as driver of the board agenda, needs to be sure that DEIB is not left behind 
and is responsible for making sure that DEIB stays on the agenda. 

However, the chair should also be acting in concert with the ED. Together, they should ensure that the nonprofit’s 
leadership team includes budget lines that reflect DEIB areas, such as money dedicated to DEIB training and/or money 
that ensures salary equity. Ultimately, it is really up to the board chair and the ED to make sure that DEIB stays on the 
board’s agenda and is reflected in the budget. 

Essentially, if you do not have resources put aside for an initiative along with a clear idea of whose responsibility the 
initiative is, it will not happen. Again, make sure that there is a line item for DEIB work, whatever that may look like. 
This line item might manifest in the hire of a DEIB consultant, the gathering of community feedback, the advertising for 
positions in new areas in an attempt to hire a more diverse workforce, and/or the commission of a compensation 
assessment. 

4. Start small and build on successes. 

Change is an iterative process. Start small and take the first step, whatever that is. The next step will build on that. 

Maybe your first step as an organization is to diversify your volunteer base so that your volunteers are more representative 
of your community. To diversify your volunteer base, you might consider actively seeking out BIPOC volunteers at 
conferences and in networking spaces, talking about the initiatives you are building in order to get them interested in 
being involved. 

As in so many things, the more people feel welcomed, the more likely they are to participate. As such, it is important to 
create a safe space for people of color where you demonstrate that you value their contributions, input, and opinions. Do 
not let your white colleagues hog the floor! 

This iterative progress and focus will inevitably create new partnerships that will grow your nonprofit’s diversity efforts. 
As aforementioned, continue to share spaces for power and learning—the opinion of every person seated at the table 
should have the same weight. 

5. Celebrate successes, no matter how small. 

This work is hard and exhausting. We are working to overcome racist barriers and systems that were put into place 
hundreds of years ago. And this work is being done by individuals who often have to do difficult personal assessments. 
Just building trust with new partners can take a long time. It is easy to see all the areas that we need to improve. 

Be sure to demonstrate success and share your successes for your own self-care. Similarly, people want to be a part of 
successful ventures, so share your successes to draw people in. If you show that you value DEIB and are committed to 
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equity through your actions, others who care about DEIB will join you. Recognize successes at board meetings and—
when appropriate—in newsletters and other community communications. 

6. Bring in new board members who care about DEIB and some who have related expertise. Allow those who do 
not buy in to exit gracefully. 

Let’s be honest. Not all board members care about DEIB. Some actually disagree that it is even an issue. Instead of 
investing time and resources into trying to change minds (a Herculean or impossible task), attract people who do care 
about this issue. 

Talk about DEIB constantly at board meetings. This will show board members that DEIB is an important issue to the 
organization and encourage them to come forward with ideas of their own. 

Alternately, you’ll also often find that those members who do not consider DEIB to be a vital issue will eventually leave 
of their own volition. As of yet, I’ve found continuously talking about DEIB to be one of the best ways to get people to 
self-select into (or out of) a board. 

7. Be open to looking at yourself in the mirror. 

As you are making your DEIB journey, you will absolutely see things about yourself and your organization that make you 
uncomfortable and ashamed. You may hear things that you do not want to hear. The trick is to be brave (not defensive) 
and to see through the discomfort in order to make your organization more effective and more equitable. 

Viewing the World through DEIB Glasses 

Ultimately, the way to be successful in making DEIB changes at your nonprofit is to look at every decision and 
opportunity through a DEIB lens. The organizations that are most successfully creating a DEIB culture are 100% 
committed to the work. As a result, we are already starting to see nonprofits building more equitable boards, updating 
human resources policies for equity, and evolving programs to be more reflective of DEIB, among many other actions. 
Continuing to focus on listening to the needs of the communities we serve and bringing diverse voices to the table will 
result in much more effective nonprofits. 

 


